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Abstract
UNILAC, an accelerator for heavy ions up to uranium wjth energies up to
10 MeV/nucleon became operational January I976. A report is given on
first results in various fields of heavy ion physics, in particular
on search for new nucl ides, deep-'inelastic col l'is'ions, spectroscopy
of high-spin states and some selected topics of atomjc physics.
Introduction
It is now a bit more than six years ago when we were cutt'ing the
trees in a forest near Darmstadt and started to built a nevv laboratory
cal'led "Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung" or briefly "GSI" which is
devoted to fundamental research with heavy ions. The accelerator UNILAC
had been conceived more than 10 years earljer, jn the early sixtjes
by Christoph Schmelzer and was developed and designed by a study group
under Schmelzer's and Böhne's d'irection since 1964 in Heidelberg. As
soon as the first building was finished late in 1973 assembling of the
accelerator started and the first beam of heavy ions at energies above
the Coulomb barrier was avajlable jn January last year.
Having started with a new inst'itute in the forest and wjth a new
accelerator in a new field, a period of one and a half years is not
very much time to get many experiments finished and many problems
solved. I'lost of the work I am going to report about is, therefore, not
yet completed, and some results are preliminary. The advantage of such
a situat'ion is, that everything presented is rather newo not older
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than'it should be at such a conference; some of the data are only
a few weeks old.
A severe problem I have met jn preparing this talk is inherent to
heavy ion physjcs jtself which is a large and still .increasing
fraction of nuclear phys'ics. It was my'intention to give a survey
on the main activities at GSI covering subjects from search for new
nuclides, studies of reaction mechanism, nuclear spectroscopy to
atomic physics and, at the sanre tjme, to present some new results.
Taking'into account the limited time I had to make a strict selectjon
of topics and I am sure it will be a personally b'iased vjew of
problems considered as important.
Before starting to talk about experimental results I should like to
say a few words about GSI and give a brief status report about the
UN I LAC.
Pr'esent status of GSI and the UNILAC
GSI is a nat'iona'l laboratory for heavy 'ion research with a staff
of 450 people including about 100 scientists. About half of the
sc'ient'ists are workjng in acceleratrrr operation and development ancl
in all kind of scientific and technical off-beam facilities: ion source
research, computer service and program development, electronics,
detector, target and jnstrumental research. The rest 'is doing 'in-beam
research together with about 100 external users, scientjsts from
un'iversities and other research laboratories throughout the country,
including guests from abroad, most of them workjng in mjxed groups
together with the GSI members. It was the concept of GSi right from
the beginning that the laboratory should be open for outside users,
and many groups have contributed a lot by developing instruments and
preparing equ'ipment a'lready in the early stage of GSI.
UNILAC js a linear accelerator designed for accelenation of all kind
of heavy'ions up to uranium and an end energy of about 10 Mev/nucleon
(Fig. i). It consists of three different RF structures: a Wjderöe
structure up to 1.4 MeV/nucleon, after stripping and charge state
selection an Alvarez structure up to 5.9 MeV/nucleon and finall,;
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20 single cavities, allowing a continuous energy variation of the
beam between 2 and 10 MeV/nuc1eon.
Table 1. Some milestones and the present state
January 1976
June 1976
December 1976
June 1977
August 1977
Large area (2-10 MeV/nucleon)
Srnll area (1.4 MeV/nucleon)
Accel erator
first beam of 5.9 MeV/nucleon in the
large experimental area
first Uranium and Lead beams up to 6.8 MeV/nucleon
energy of 9.2 MeV/nucleon obtained(15 single cavities in operat'ion)
beam splitting (2 or 3 beams sjmu1taneously) and
rebunching (0.25 ns) used for experiments
10.26 MeV/nucleon Ar beam
( 18 s i ng1 e cavi t'ies i n operati on )
. 
Experimental areas
15
18
10
The progress of the accelerator performance s'ince January last year
has been condensed jn Table 1. In addition, some figures about machine
operation and some facts about ion beams a'lready used for experiments
are briefly summarized on Tables 2 and 3, respectively. l4any more kinds
of ions are available on request.
beam I ines equ'ipped wit,h about
i nstruments
beam lines and 'instruments
Jan. -Dec. Jan. -Aug.
L976 1977
Table 2. Accelerator operation and distribution of nnchine time
on various beams and fields (1.4 l4eV/nucleon beam not
'incl uded ) (N. Angert ) ( 1)
0perational hours
Beam on target
hh
3500 41001830 2320
(+160 )
Ar
Kr
Xe
Pb
Ni
,U
, Cu, Ti and others
390 540360 470870 620180 s3030 260
New nucl i des
Reaction mechani sm
High-spin states
Atomic Physics
0thers
19
40
20
18
2
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?0
43
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13
5
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Tabl e 3 . Ion Beams and Intens i ti es
Ion state Charge stateafter stripping
Intensity on target Max. beam energy
( 10ru parti cl es/s; MeV/u
40
50
5B
65
84
32
36
08
3B
1
1
2
?
Ar
TJ
Ni
Cu
Kr
Xe
Xe
Pb
U
10
13
14
i5
17
29
2t
36
40
600
2
30
50
50
10
200
3
5
10.3
9.2
8.4
8.6
surnmarizing one can say that due to the engagement of all the
accelerator staff, the machine came into operat'ion surprisingly fast.
Although some components are not yet in operation, the accelerator
performance fulfills the expectatjons of its users already now to
a high degree - and nearly any ion can be delivered with intensities
sufficient to destroy any target.
Finally in Fig.2 alayout of the main experimental hall is given,
an area of 42 x 56 n?, in whicir the experimental equipment has been
assembled during the last three years. All the instruments indicated in
the figure are in operation except the maqnetic spectrometer.
I. Search and spectroscopy of new nuclides
The production of ner,'r nuclides is a typical field of research with an
accelenator I t'ke UNILAC, being abl e to del iver any k'ind of ion required.
varjous instruments and methods have been developed at GSI for that
punpose and are now applied to
a) the search for super-heavy elements (SHE), and to
b) spectroscopy of nuclei far off the stability 1ine.
Most cf these experiments are not yet finished but most of them are
already in an advanced stage. since tjme does not a'l'low to go into
any detail it'is the aim to show the scope of these investjgations,
which cover about 20 % of the machine tjme, and to present some recent
resul ts.
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a) Experiments o(1 seav,ch fon sHE are summarized in Table 4. It shows
the various nrethods, their restrictions concernjng the l.ife time
of nuclides to be observed, the react'ions investigated and inte-
grated intensities for the single runs. until now no events have
been observed which undoubtedly could be interpreted as sHE.
The most sensitive techniques are the cLterrn cal separal;t,ons. Var.ious
separation and detector techn'iques have been used. The most elaborate
procedures are the ion exchange.ply:.f iquid-1iquid extraction technique
used by Kratz, Trautmann et ul.(2'11) and a gas phase separat.ion carrjed
out by Gäggeler et ut. (9) 'in which decontamjnation factors from inter-
feri ng acti ni des of the order of 1010 are obta-ined . l:Ji th these
methods upper limits for production cross sections of o = 10-36 cmz
are achievabl e for spontaneous fission (SF) act.ivities with hal f
lives between t h and several 100 d. Such cross sections correspond
to a counting rate of the order of =1 SF-event/100 d. The 150 d
activity found'in Dubna(10) in the sHE fraction of Xe-, u with a
cross section of 10-33 cm2 could not be conf.irmed in these experi-
ments cami ed out^wi th^ i ntegrated beam i ntensi t j es of up to 2 1077
'ions (o . 4 10-36 .*2 fo1^ tI/Z = 150 d).
A mass spectrum for nucle'i produced in u * u is given in F.ig. 3. Even
though the cross sections for the production of transuranium isotopes
are strongly decreasing with increasing z above z=92, the product.ion
rates for heavy elements are h'igher by orders of maqnitude in u + u
compared to Xe * U (Fig. 4)" Th'is exciting result will be discussed .in
connection with reaction mechanisms. The U + U reaction is presently
being used as one favorite reaction for further sHE search.
The ueLoct'ty separator is an instrument especially suited to measure
extremely small cross sections of nuclides produced in fusjon reactions(Fig. 5). Its performance considerably exceeds the expectat-ions con-
cerning the suppression of the primary beam. The d.irect fu11-energy
beam is suppressed by a factor of t011. Many different projectil-target
combinations have been measured showing that in the region above
uranium the cross sections for_evaporation res.idues are rapidly
decreasing. several runs w'ith 136xe on 170E, und 65c, on 238u'in
small energy steps each with a sensitivity of 10-33 cm2 showed no
positive results for the product'ion of SHE (Armbruster et ut. (6)).
100
o
-o*
7.5 MeV/A 238 U *238U ( Erri = 6.8 MeV/A ) l30nn
100 150 200
---> 
Moss number
Thick target yields for masses produced by the
reaction 2389 * 23Bu ut Erub = 7"5 Mev/nu.ruon(20).
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In-beam detector eroertnen.r.s are by far not as sens'itive as radjo-
chemi cal methods , they do not have, hovrever, the. severe I 'if e-t'ime
.l'imitations for nuclej produced. The lower'life-t'ime is g.iven by the
t'ime of flight from the target to the detector wh'ich is normaily
about 10 ns. A special detector arrangement has been used by sperr,
Kijrner et al . (7) ,,t,ich allows the observation of spontaneous
f i ssioning nuclei r.vith hal f-'lives dovrn to 10-12 s by stoppinq the
reaction products in the target foi1, and then looking for corre'lated
LB00-events. The reaction investigated was 136Xe on 20Bpb and it
was the idea to'investigate the cond'it'ions for larqe mass and charge
transfer at energies near ihe Coulomb barrier as a function of the
Q-val ue of the react j on. ilo events l^rere observed wi th 6 i013 X"
ions on a 1 mg/cm? 20BPb target, g'iving an upper ljmit for the pro-
cluction cross section 1.5 10-30 .*2.
5'ince nature has successful ly repe'll ed the f i rst attack on SFIEs and
has not revealed any super heavy nucleus until now, we may ask for
the prospects of further experiments. Sensitivities cannot be further
improved by orders of magnjtude, but there are many other projectile-
target systems which might be 'investigated at appropriate energy"
It seems to be necessary therefore to continue with survey measurements
for fus'ion and transfer cross sections and try to find the most
favorjte condjt'ions for the target and projectile comb'inat'ion and
for the energy. Concerninq a concept for such investigations we have
learned from our studies on reaction mechanism something about
the systemat'ic trends of cross sect'ions for mass transfer. An interes-
ting result'in this respect js the observat'ion of a considerably
stronger mass transfer in the deep inel ast'ic col'ljsion of U on U
as compared to other heavy nuc'lei wh'ich i s supported by the resul ts
of t<rutr(20) (rig. 4), Gobbi et at.(12), Specht et at.(B). This may be
very i mportant f or SHE producti on s'i nce nucl e'i have ro be formed w j th
as low excjtat'ion enerEy as possible. It will be d'iscussed in some
detail in the next section.
b) The investigation of nucT-et re:.:? :he particl.e tnstabtlrty rnaSr extend
considerably our knowledge about models of nuclear structure. At
0SI they are studied by the same techniques listed'in Table 4.
In acidition, the mass separator on-line is a powerful tool for thjs
- 13 -
kind of research, where both the properties of new nucrides and the
reaction mechanism for their product.ion is,of interest.
It is not possible to review all the activities in this f.ield.
Instead I made a serection of some resurts typical for this kind of
researc h :
7) t',tass sepa,ato' on-Ltne (Roeckl et ar. (t+)). Based on earrier indi-
cations a new island of a-ern'ission above the Z=50 closed proton shell
has been estabr'ished. Bombarding sBNi und 63cu by 290 Nev 58tti ions
nine new neutnon-deficient isotopes were ident'ified: 108-110T.,i10-114I and 114xe. charged particre emission (*xn and pxn) is the
predominant deexcitation mode of the compound nucleus, (HI,xn) being
smaller by at least five orders of magnitude. 108,109Te and 110,111i
were identified as ry-emitters representing the lightest cx-emitters
known to-date (Fig.6). Besides, delayed p-emission is observed.
Half lives and decay proper"ties have been measured. It will be
tried to get into the region of the doubre-magic 100sn.
2) velocitg sepaz'aton. The velocity separator is an excellent instrument
for studying evaporation residues of fusion react.ions. The region
around 7=76 has been investigated by B4K. bombardment of y, Zr and
Nb targets. some new neutron-deficient ct-em-itting isotopes of Re,
0s and Ir have been identified (F'ig. 7) (Faust et al.(ts)).
Neutron-deficient nucrei in Ac, pa and u have been investigated
by-Argon bombardment of 1751u, 181ru und 1B2l^J and a new nuclide21BPa has been 'identified by its o-decay. The populat"ion by
different xn, pxn and oxn show a very great sensitivity to the
assumed height of the fission barrier. Remarkable in this connection
a sudden drop of pxn and xn cross sections by two orders of magni-
tude from 221pa to222t) as shown in Fig. 8 (cr....a.t.tiä1;'
3) neliwrriet. I{ew s-active Tl isotopes produced by B4t<. * 103Rh
were identified (181'182'tttt't ). A time-of-flight spectrometer
was developed for mass determinat.ion of recojling nuclides after
cx- or ß-decay with a mass resorution of 0.5 mass units (wien et ar.(tz)).
A time-of-flight vs. cx-energy diagram which allows the mass iden-
tification'is shown in F.io.9.
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New nuclides producea uy s8t'ti on 5BNi ut Elub = 290 Mev.
The one-digit numbers below the isotope symbols indicate
the order of magnitude of the production rates.
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Fig. B Production cross sections for neutron deficient isotopes
in the uranium region ur 181iq(ooo.,crXr)(40A",pxn) and(40nr,xn) at Elub = 177- MeV(16).
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II. Experiments on reaction mechanisms
The fraction of machine tjme spent for studies of react'ion mechanjsms
was more than 40 %. The main topics were:
1) Deep inelastic coll'is'ions
2) Fusion reactionsand the decay of the compound nucleus
3) Corre'lated few nucleon transfer, elastic and quasi-elastic colljs'ions
4) Coulomb fission
Among these topics most emphas'is was paid to the investjgation of the
deep inelastic collisjon process which was stud'ied by several groups with
different methods and urith somewhat d'ifferent aims" In my talk I there-
fore will concentrate on thjs subject nearly exclusively and on'iy briefly
mention some results on Coulomb fission at the end of this section.
Deep inelastic col l'is jons
lnJhen we started i n thi s f i el d severa'l experi enced groups from other
laboratories were already in an advanced stage and a number of target-
projectile systems had already been jnvestigated in great deta'il. Conse-
quently it was our philosophy to start wjth more sophist'icated techniques
and to make use of the particular features of the UNILAC.
The existing activities are t:ompiled'in Table 5 and arranged according to
the main aspect of interest. Sorne results are presented under two head-
I'ines: the first covering the mass and energy transfer, the second the
angul ar momentum transfer.
1) General survey experiments
fhe arm of these measurements was to'increase the systematics in order
to check existing models and to extend it into the region of very heavy
systems not investigated before. Both detector and chem'ical techniques
were used.
Erperrmental y,enny,ks. The most el aborate detector techni que i s a mul ti -
parameter technique with up to 30 parameters measured for each event
developed by Lynen and Gobbi at GSI. Posit'ion sensit jve 'ion jsation
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chambers (40 x 72 cmz) developed by Sann et al.(24) in u.idelberg were
used for the identification of the fragments'in cojncidence with a
combination of para'11e1 ?lll. counters and multi-wire proportjonal
chambers (stelzer et al . \"/) and with I'ial detectors for the determi-
nation of y-multipl jcities.
An even more sophisticated detector aruangement with large area detector
te'lescopes of 1 m x 1 m size has been mounted in a scattering chamber of
3 m diameter and has got a'lready first beams of Kr and Pb for test runs/ ta\(Martin et al .t"/). Its main purpose is the invest'igation of reactions
with three or more heavy fraqments 'in the exit channel.
ResuLts of detecton expe:r+ments.' By 6s65uri ng angul ar and Z-di stri buti ons
for the project'i1e target systems listed jn Tab.le 5 some results obta'ined
can be summarized as folIows:
AnguLar distv.ibutions. Def'l ect'ion f uncti ons (Fi g. 10 ) show a systemati c
behaviour depending on the interplay between Coulomb, centrifugal and
nuclear forces. In the lighter systems like Kr-sn, Kr-Er and Xe-Sn the
deep inelastic branch is strongly bent in forward direction, in medium
system (Xe-Au, Xe-u) focussing near the graz'ing angle js observed and
in heavy systems (Pb-Pb, Pb-U) deflection functions are Coulomb-ljke.
Full orb'iting is not expected at the Coulomb parameters and energiesjn the cases displayed, but has been observed at higher enerq'ies.
The z- or mass di.strtbutions give informat'ion on nucleon transfer
as a function of excitation energy and can be compared with diffusion
models. As an example Fig. 11 shows a comparison between a symmetric
(diffusion only) and an asymmetric (diffusion and drjft) system.
The latter case integrated over the whole range of mass transfer
has been fitted very well by Nörenberg and Wolr.trin(27) using a
diffusion model based on the Fokker Planck equation (Fjg. lZ).
Shel I structure effects 0F a-€m'iss'ion and the change in the Coulomb
potential may be the reason for a drift opposite io the direct.ion
of symmetry for the case of Xe on Au (Fig. 13).These nuclei should
feel , f rom shel I structure cons i derat'ions , a combi ned dri v'ing force
toward the magic proton numbers 50 r^esp. 82.
b)
c) Plotting the total ki.netic energy Loss
variance of proton number d'istribution(28\
Hui zenga \ -" i found a ki nd of un'i versal
(TKEL) as a funct'ion of the
2c[ has become customary since
relation between these tvro
- 19 -
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agrams of 3 symmetric ung-l.asymmetric systems,
ncreasing composite mass (I2) 
.
ional plots from the storage display.
illustnation of the experimental results.
'line refers to the recoii ing nucl eus.
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Diffus'ion model 'interpretation. The squares give the sum
distribution for Kr-[r (fjg, 11 right). The line shows the
results of the diffusion model P7). The so'lid curve is ob-
tained from the diffusion model with the theoretical value
for the diffusion constant DO = 1.89 ' ß22 s-l and a
fitted drift coefficjent uOtlP ,, {J.26 ' n22 s-l which js
about 30 % smaller than the corresponding theoretical value
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parameters. It is based on the idea that energy transfer between the
two nuclei is connected with nucleon transfer. Many of the data found
by Gobbi, Lynen et ar.(l?) do not fit into this scheme (Fiq. 14) indi-
cating that a simple friction model is not valid. The microscopic nature
of these processes is still an open question and it.is not clear yet
which the dominant mechanism of enengy dissipation is and whether the
energy dissipation and the nucleon transfer have the same time constant.
c) Another very exciting feature is exhibited in the region of very heavy
nuclei. The U-U, U-Pb and pb-pb SJ,stems have been invest.igated by Lynen,
Gobbi et al .,12) (Fig. 15), the u-u in acidition with a d.ifferent
technique by Hjldenbrand, specht et ul.(31 (Fig. 16).An analysis of these
react.ionsin terms of an energy loss vs . 
"" 
,,ot .is shov;n in Fig. 77.
Comparison of U + U and Pb + Pb with the reactions analyzed by Huizenqa
shows that the s'lope in the case of Uran'ium is much smaller, wh.ich
means that for a given energy dissipation a much stronger mass djffus.ion
is observed. In Pb there seems to be a tendency in the opposite direction.
Thls can be interpreted as a structure effect affect'ing the djffusion
constant, which can be uncjerstood in terms of the diffusion rodel(49)
and which is, based on potential ene) gy surface consideratjons, qual i-
tatively predicted by the fragmentat-ion theory(50). The consequences
for the production of transuranium nucle'i have been estimated by Specht
et al. in a paper to this conferen..(29). By analysing the l.ight reaction
products of a binary reaction in a mass region where fission may be
neglected, the primary mass distribution of the deep inelastjc reaction can
be extrapolated to the corresponding heavy fragments and a cross sectjon forprimarily produced SHE isotope of about IA-29.r2 is obtained. Folding this
w'ith the probability of survjval extrapolated for the SHE region a
production cross sect'ion for SHE of the order of tO-32 ,^2 is predicted.
PesuLts of chemt-stzy erper.zments (Kratz et al . (20'30).
l''lass distributions over the whole periodjc table have been measured for129.13?.136.,
been shown in Fig. 3. Integrated cross sections for the different compo-
nents due to the various mechn'isms are given in the figure. The primary
mass d'istribut^ion for the deep inelast'ic process'is estirnated. The most
striking result is the comparison of cross sections for the product.ion
of some Pu, Am, Cfi, Cf anci ts isotopes for the two reactions, alrea.dy
exhibited'in Fig. 4 and supporting the interpretation of the u-u detec-
tor data.
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Rate of energy loss as a function of the number of proton
exchanges(12). The quantitl.v Eo is the total available energy
above the barrier,, while E is the available energy at each
energy loss" The stra'ight line corresponds to the observed
behaviour of the reaction Xe-Bi and Xe-Ho(28).
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2 ) y-tt4ul ti pl 'ici ty experi ments
The measurements of the y*multiplicity (Mv) can oe usea to determine
the angular momentum being transfered out of the relative motion
'into the rotation of the fragments. Thi s can hel p to determ.ine the
rel ati ve contri buti on of rad'ial and tangent'ial friction. Resul ts ob-
tained b.v Lynen, Gobb'i et al .(12'23) ror^ the case Kr on sn will be dis-
cussed in more detail.
Fi g" i8 shows lti^1 as a functi on of the scatteri ng ang1e. There i s a
steep increase of l\ along the partly damped component, and for the
completely damped branch (scattering to negative anqles) My stays
constant at the maximum value of about 18.
The same effect can be observed as a funct'ion of loss in total kinetic
energy (TKEL), as shown in flg. 19. The saturation of My which is ob-
served at rKEL' i00 l4eV indicates that stickinq is reached at th.is
poi nt and the absol ute val ues of lulr are i n good agreement wi th thi s
assumption. However, the djfference in the absolute values of My for
Kr-Sn ancl Kr-Er despite'uhal the grazing angular momentu (lgr) for both
reactions are nearly identica'l 'indicates that nuclear struciure effects
must al so be considered.
In figs. 18 and i9 l4r has been"integrated over all reaction products.
In fig. 20 the dependence of lvl"r on Z for d'ifferent values of TKEL is
shown. For small values of TKEL there is a strong dependence (My being
smallest at Z=36 of the projectile) whereas for larger values of TKEL
My is independent on 7.
For smal I val ues of TKEL the dependence of My on Z can be reproduced under
the assumption that every transfered nucleon enters into orbits at a
speed given by the relative velocity of the colliding ions. The dashed
I ines in F'ig. 20 have been calculated l,,rith this assumption. For large
values of TKEL (lgO ttleV), where the sticking conf.iguration .is reached,
the angular momentum being transfered jnto the fragments is no more
determ'ined by the number of transfered nucleons but mainly by the mass
asymmetry of the two fragments. This is in agreement rvith a smooth
Z-dependence of My , however, from a classical model a decrease of
My towards larger Z-va'lues (smaller mass asymmetry) would be expected,
which is not observed in the experiment.
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An explanation can be given, if one assunes that for these high excjtatjon
energiesand long interaction times fluctuat'ions between the d'ifferent
angular momentum components take place so that the spin of the fragments
is no longer aligned in the Z direction perpendicular to the reaction
pl ane for snal I 'imoact parameter the i n-p1 ane components r^ri I I domi nate
and iherefore the dependence of My on the mass asymmetry rvi11 van'jsh.
Tne experimentun crucis for the question of orb'itin0 in a deep jnelast.ic
col I ision is a measurement of the c'ircular" polarizatjon of y-rals.
Such an experirnent has been made by Trautmann et ul.(?2), reported at
this conference, with Ar and Kr on Aq at several enerqies. In the case
of Ar on Ag a polarjzation is observed which is for the deep-jnelastic
component opposite to the quasi-elastic. In Kr - Ag, hor^rever, the polapi-
zatjon of the deep-inelastic component is very small and within the
error bars not different fnom zero. This could be partly understood by
'loosinq al ignement of the completely damped fragmentso as ment'ioned above"
Coulonrb fission
Tvlo types of experiments were carried out for the'investjgations of
Coulomb fission, a detector experiment by Habs et ut.(31) and a
radiochem'ical experiment by Franz et al.(32). In both cases excjtation
funct'ions were measured for Xe * U below the Coulomb barrier down to
4.4 MeV/nucleon.
The resul ts, compi 1ed b-v specht, together wi th rieasurements of the
Berkeley group and with various theoret'ical predictions are shovrn in
Fig. 21. since jn the experiments by Franz et al.(32) nucleon transfer
was observed with cross sectjons exceedinq the observed fissjon cross
sectiono considerable contribut'ions from transfer-jnduced fission to
the f ission cross sect'ions cannot be excl uded, 'i.e. o up to now there
is no clear evidence for Coulomb fission. A very recent measurement
at 4.3 MeV/N shows, however, that the slope of the excitation functions
gets more flat at very 1ow energi.r(53) rvhicir na.v be consicered as ail
indicaiicn for Coulomb fission.
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III. Spectroscopy of high-spin states
One of the ntost fasc'inating aspects of heavy 'ion physics is the nucleus
at hi gh angul ar momentum. Heavy i ons as r,rel .l as methods and techniques
for detect'ion and i dent'if i cat'ion of h'igh-spi n states have rai sed con-
sjderab'ly the angular momentum region accessible to experimental obser-
vati on. Af ter ten l'lottel son ' s tal k I need not to say anythi nq about
the new 'ideas of yrast traps and other pecui ari ties occuri nq i n fast ro-
tati ng nucl ei o and nothi rrg about 'i ts fasci nat'i on. As al ready menti oned
these topics are part of our experimental program as lvell as other
fundamental spectroscopic aspects, I ike determ'inat'ion of transition
matri x el ements and mul ti po1 ari ti es , rieasurement of magneti c moments
of highly excited states.
I w'i sh to nake f i rst a few reniarks on some experi menta 1 aspects and
then give some results on the spectroscopy of high-spin states.
Some remarks on experimental techniques
I) Coincidence technique fo:r' cotrection of Doppler broad.ening.
The advantaqe of using heavy ions in Coulomb excitat'ion is inrpaired
by the large Doppler-broadening of the y-peaks. The 1 % populat.ion
limit for a deformed nucleus like Dy'is 18+ for Xe and ?Z+ for pb
as projectileo but because of the Doppler broadening the higher
transi t'ions van'ish i n the background of the y-spectrum. Fuchs et al . (33)
have developed a fancy techn'ique for correctina the Doppler broadening
of the y-ralS by measuring the recoiling target nucleus with a special
arrangement of two posjt'ion sensitive counters 'in cojncidence with the
y-rays. Using this method slates in 160Gd up to 20+ have been observed
(Fig.?2).
2) y-multtpLicr,ty technique. The measurement of the multjp11city of
a y-cascade has turned out to be a powerful method for the investi-
gation of hich-1ying states, in particular those populated in (HI,xn)
reactjons. As shown in Fig.23 the evaporation residues with a
smal I number of neutrons evaporated popul ate the upper end
of the yrast line, anil vjce versa. The measurement of the
I-33-
Correctjon of Doppler-broadetiing.
y-spectra from the mult'ip1e Coulomb excitation of 160ga
ny 208RU ions of 5.1 tvleV/A. The upper spectrum was taken
in coincidence to a particle detector of about 300 msr
facing the Ge(Li)-detector positioned at 30o. In the
lower part the result of the Doppler-correction using
the pos'ition sensitivity of the detector is shown. Transitions
Jf,
up to 20+*18+ can 'easi 1y be ictenti f i uA (33) .i
Fig. ?2
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y-multiplicit.v, therefore, can be used as a fi'lter for a single
evaporation residueo suppressing the others to some extent.
Such an instrument developed by the copenhagen group (Herskind
et al. (34)) 'is used at GSI. It consists of 14 NaI scint.illat.ion
counters, all in coincidence with each other and with a high
resol uti on Ge(L'i ) detector for spectroscopy. Al so h.ic;her monents
of the v-multiplicity (width and scerdness) can be measured, q.ivingjnformation about the population distr.ibution of angu'lar momentum
states. This technique is also used jn the jnvest.igation of deep-jnelastjc react'ions (Hansen .t ul.(21), Gobbi et al -(12)).
Another technique used as a filter for enhancing a s.ingle (HI,xn)
channel is based on the measurement of the total energy released in
the y-cascade(Fig. ?3). The instrument consists of a NaI-crystal
big enough to absorb neanly all y-quanta of a cascade. The target
'is mounted near the center in a cylindrical bore and a Ge(Li) detec-
tor is located inside the Nar crystal for spectroscopy (Herskind,
simon et at.(s4)).
3) Two ß-spectrometers, an orange-type and a solenoid, have been built
(Bokemeyer, Kankeleit) and are used for posjtron spectroscopy .in
QED experiments and for conversion electron spectroscopy. An -im-
portant feature of the orange spectrometer is the possibility of
Doppler-correct'ion of the emitted electrons (Backe et al.(tu)). The
solenoid, as a transport system, is characterized by very large
sol 'id angl e .
Some results on high-spin states
The act'ivities in the spectroscopy of high-sp'in states are summar1zed
in Table 6.
7) Angular momentum Linnts (Herskind et ut.(36)). Angular momenta in
the ingoing channel of a fusion reaction between heavy nuclei like
Sn+Ar are much higher than measured for the evaporation residues,
exhib'iting an upper angular momentum limit for the fused system.
A systematic study by means of y-multiplicity made elsewhere has
been continued at GSI for heav'ier projectjles showjng that for the
two reactjons Ar+Sn and Kr+Ge leading to the same compound nucleus
Tabl e 6. Acti vi ti es
Topi c
)c*JU-
'in spectroscopy of high-spin states
Technique Group
Anqul ar momentum I i m'i ts
i n fusi on reacti ons
r22,1?4sn{1oRr,xn) ; tun.(B6Kr,*n ;
y-mu1 ti p1 i ci tyi4 Nal counters
and Ge(Li ) coinc.
Herskind eL ur.W
( Co pen ha gen )
Search for yrast traps
( Hi , xn ) on -40 targetsAr, l', Cu aS projectile
y-multiplicit_v
delayed c,-€rTtission
Pedersen et al . ( 3i )
( Copenhagen, GSI )
Pühl hofer, B.iörnholm/ ro {et al.\Ju/(GSI, Copenhagen)
lransit'ion probabil'ities in
1 
= 
C 1 :)I-JU. IJ.J^' u,v: itg(Äe,xn) ana
Ccul omb excitation with Pb
y-y-coincidence
RD method
coinc. technique
for Doppler correct.
schwalm et at -(39)-
(GSr)
i.lagneti c moments of h j qh-spi n-
states 'in the backbendi ng
regi on tttt ( 136xe,rn;160E.
reco'il -i nto-qas
techn i que
Speidel, Goldring
et al . (40)
( Bonn, Rehovot)
Cou.lomb exc'itation of heavy
vi brator and rotator nucl e'i
136xe-i94pt;u+pb
Stel zer et
Fra n kfurt
Grosse et
(GSr )
ur.jF
a1 .(42)
i.lul ii po1 ari ty measurements spectroscopy of
conversi on el ectrons(0range-ß-spectro-
meter )
Bac ke . Bokemever
et ar:(35)(Darmstadt, GSI )
2\
the upper .limit js about I = 65 t (fig. 24).The trend of angular
momentum input is predicted up to thjs value quite reasonably by
theory and the leveling-off at high energies 'is exp'lained by fissjon
competi ti on to neutron evaporati on " The horizonta'l I 'i ne denotes the
angular momentum at wh'ich the fr'ssion barrier of a rotatjng liquid
drop equals the neutron bjnding energy for 762Er. Detailed anaiysis
of spectra show that preequif ibrium o-partic1es may carry away 'large
amounts of angul ar momenta. itlo i ndi cati on "i s observed that the
lower l-waves do not contribute to the fusion cross section.
TVte sea:r'ch for yrast tz,aps is subject of several proposal s each
based on a different method of ident'ification. A first survey has
been fjnished some months ago (Pedersen et al.(tt)). (HI,xn) reactions
were used with Ar, T'i and Cu as projectiles and more than 120 projectile
target combinatjons have been investjgated between ACN = 125 and 200.
#
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140
EXCITATION ENERGY ( MeV )
Plot of 1ru* determined from y-ray multipric'ity measurements.
The two heavy dashed curves indicate the predicted rru* vs. E*
assuming the Bass potential . The horizontal I jne denotes the
angu'lar mor,rentum at which the fission barrier of a rotat'ing
liquid drop equals the Bn for 162Er(36).
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Criterion for the identification was the observat'ion of delayed
y-cascades of high muitiplicity. In the shell below the lead reaion where
yrast traps have been predicted by theory no'isomers have been found.
l-{owevero above the closed shell N = 82 many isomers with life tjmes
between 20 and 700 ns are observed (Fig. 25) showjng very high multi-
plicities up to 18, a result which is unexpected and very exciting.
It shoul d g'ive val uabl e 'informati on about compf icated states at hi gh
exc'itation energies. The next step should be a more detailed spectro-
scopy for furtheridentificat'ion of the observed isoraers.
A second survey experimentu lookjnq fof,g?1ayed ci-€mjss'ion had a
f irst short test run (Pijhlhofer et al.'"'). This experiment, based
on a shadow method, i s serrsi ti ve for a f ife-time 'interval of 10-1C00 ps.
0n1y a very weak indicatjon for the exjstence of an'isomer could be
found up to now.
3) Tz,anst)tion probabtlittes i,756'15BDa. These two Dy isotopes are an
especially interesting case because both nuclei are backbend'ing
around I -- 74+, one moderately, the other one strongly, and both
nuclei can be investigated by an inverse (HI,xn) reaction as well
as by Coulomb exc'itat'ion. Usinq 20BPb for Coulomb excitation and
the cojncidence technique for the correctjon of Doppler-broadening
very high members of the yrast band have been observed'in 158Dy
(up to 20+). The jntensjtjes of the y-transjtjons are presently
be'ing analysed to yield the respective B(E2)-values. 0n the other
hand, yrast states in 158ny populated by'utn (136xe,4n) could be
identified up to 26+ usin.o unbacked targets to avoid the Doppler
broadeninq of the y-1ines due to the finite slovlinci down tjme of the
excjted nuclej. By means of a precision plunger apparatus the life-
times (and thus the B(E2)-values) of the yrast states up to the
24+ state v,rere obtained as well as feeding times. To some extend
both types of reacti ons g'i ve compl ementary i nformat'ion : The (H I , xn )
reaction preferential'ly populates the yrast states whjle the Coulomb
excitat'ion proceeds via the largest B(E2)-values. Thus the Coulomb
excjtat.ion follows either the groundstate band or the yrast band
dependi ng how strong the 'interact'i on between the two bands caus i ng
the backbend'ing effect i s.
-39-
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A systematic study of these tlo nuclei usingy there tlvo types of
reactions are presently under way. Fjrst results for 15BDy u".
shown 'in Fig. 26. The most interesting resu'lt so far is that the
B(Ez)-values fror,r the recoil-distance experiments for yrast states
f 20+ are'in qeneral agreement r,rjth the predictions of the rotat'iona'l
model while they are snaller for yrast states : 20+.
Magnetic mornents are expected ulithin most of the current models
dealjng with the backbending effect to change drastically over
the backbend'ins region. The measurement of g-factors for highly
excjted rotatjonal states 'in the backbending region should therefore
give informatjon about the nature of this effect. l4easurements have
started to measure g-factors for excjted states'in 160E" with the
recoi 'l -i nto-gas method. tis i ng the reaction tttt ( 136X.,4n 1 160Er
angular distributions for various flight t'imes of the recoiling
nuclei have been measured and deorientation effects caused by
the hyperfine jnteractjon have been observed so far only for the
lower-lying states for experimental reasons. The expeniment 'is
still in prorress (Speidel , Go'ldring et al .(40)).
Conversion electron spectroscopy gives the poss'ibif ity of measurinq
the multipolarity of transitions which is expecially important
in high spin state studies jn case (a) deviations from stretched
cascade y-angular distribut'ions are observed or (b) the measure-
ment of the y-angular distribution'is'inhibited by the Doppler
broadening of the y-rays. In particu'lar the orange spectrometer
with the possibiljty of correcting the Dopplershift of the electrons
is very well suited for this purpose. Fjg. 28 gives an example for
such a measurement (Backe et al.(tu)).
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y-spectrum from the bombardment of a thick 208pb t..g"t with
a 238U beam of 5.9 lteV/A. The decay of ground state band
trans'i tions up to 28+'i s observed(56).
Ero=ry 1- ät tkeVl
y-sp€ctrum as observed jn coincidence with the transit.ions
between the 2+-and the 20+-state of 1580y from the 26Mg1136x",+n;
reaction. To minimize Doppler broadening, the detector was
positioned at 0o and a thin target (0.5 nrg/cm2) was used; the
beam was stopped 10 mm behind the target .in a 208p0 toit(39).
z3s [ -o toePb
5,3 MeV/ F
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x 266.8 tr,t
8PlCha nnel
conversion electron spectrum of 1580y produced uy 26llg(136x",4.;
measured with the orange-8-spectrometer. Bottom: uncorrected;
Top: corrected for Doppier b"oadening(35).
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IV. l\tonic Pn)'sics
s f,e 
-\'ieen heavy i ons have provi ded a new access to many atomi c
' 
sr-e cf them be'inq new and fundamental. The field of atomic
:.:lc: at CSI is very broad, especially the lovr-energy beam
'r-:lecn is predoninantly used fcr this kind of investigations.
: :'_ sics does not belonq to the central subjects of this
L.;il, concentrate on a special class of exper.iments using
'' :cars of very heavy .ions and anong these only on two topics
^^t lLUII
ki nd
r:r creation and (2) the K-vacancy product.ion in heavy ion
s::rificant fract'ion of machine time is spent fon this
nents
Both subjects are clcsel;'ccnnected. The first one will be dealt in a
separate sess'ion. I inerefore vrill only briefl;r quote some results.
1) search for :ce'-,:.. '3r.ci,'J. -zcn i n heavy ion col I'isions i s based on
theoretical predictions about positron creation in supercritical
fields of two col l'iding uranium 'ions(43'45) which 'is a fundamental nebJ
process, and a direct .*.--puir creation, interpreted as shake-off
of the vacuum polarization cloud in the quasi-molecul.(44'4s). Since the
creation cross section lvas considered extremely small first studies
were concerned mainly with background probiems.
The present status of the experiment (Greenberg, Kanke'leit, Kienle at ut.(a6))
can be summarized as follows.
a) In an exper"i*unt 208pb -' 208pb it was shown that posit'ons of
atomt'c origin erist (Fig. 29). They have been c'learly separated
from the nuclear background by comparison with the decay
2rzPo 
* 20Bpn (e- ) . Intens i t'ies and the exc.itat i on functi on are i n
qood acreement with the shake-off theory.
The U * U anri Pb + u coll'isions shot'l a cons'iderabiy increased positron
production rate. The positron background resultinq from nuclear processes
i;as estimateci by careful determination of et/y-ratio for U-coll.isions
I'riin lighter elenents (Pd to_Ta)_vrhich is about constant in this req.ion.
-: Z-cei-rendence is about zl9 (52) und can be understood on the basis
cf the srahe-off tlreory(44). From present experiments no statement
abcut r"he losrtron creation in supercritical fields can be made yet.
l'lorecver ii is difficult at present to make a reliable theoretical pre-
diction because of the 'interference of several coherent processes
contributing to positron creation.
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a prerequ'is i te for the spontaneous
cross section measurements have been
:'.-s131I ionisat'ion cross sect.ions have been measured for Xe and pb
as rrojectile on a series of tarqets between 7=72 and 92 at several
energies (Fig. 30). For" symmetric systems a stronq resonance effect
is exhibited. Average impact parameter measurements for pb -' pb
ai 4.66 I'ieV/nucleon give informat'ion on the jon'isation mechanjsm
'3ehncke et ut.(a7)).
I ner'; method has been appl ied by Greenberg et al. (48) to tletermine
:'ie jmpact parameter dependence of the K-vacancy production cross
section P(p) at small jnternuclear separations. The method is based
:n the observat'ion of the Doppler modjfied line shape of both the
crojecti.le and target characteristic x-rays emittec at 0o to the
:eanr di recti on. The az'imuthal symrnetry at 0o provi des a one to one
cDrrespondence between the impact parameter dependence and the ob-
served line shape. An exanrple is shown in F'icl. 31. F.irst results
r,,r'ith 136xe, 208pb urd 23Bu projecti r es on heavy targets show that a
rapid decrease of P(p) with increasing p is a dominant feature of
tne 1sp d'ifferential cross section for heavy systems and that a
srbstantial part of thjs cross sect'ion is contributed by impact
parameters p s 40 fm. shape and maqnitude of the K-vacancy cross
sections agree wjth theoretical predict'ions(55).
I gratefully acknowledge the cooperation of al'l my colleagues having
provided their results prior to pub'lication. Unfortunately, the boundary
condit'ions for this paper did not allow to inc'lude all the existing
activ'ities at GSI and to present the results in a balanced way. I have
the pleasure to thank many colleagues for discuss'ions and for their
help in preparinq this papero in particular Ch. Schmelzer, N. Angert,
P. Anmbruster, A.Gobbi, G. Herrmann, J.V. Kratz, U. Lynen, D. Schwalm
and H. Specht.
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